One platform. Many workflows.

That’s why our platform combines data, analytics, real-time news, and research for MLPs and interstate pipeline companies. It’s how we help you stay informed on the constantly evolving midstream market and make important business decisions with conviction.

One platform. Many workflows.

Efficiently evaluate a pipeline’s performance and financials to draw unique conclusions on the relative health of the asset and avoid any earnings surprises. Access midstream pipeline coverage intelligence including daily interstate pipeline flows, pipeline contract expirations, commodity pricing, financial data, and more. Then, make this data even more relevant to your business with our powerful Excel Add-in or custom mapping tool.

New regulations or business as usual?

Stay current on federal and state regulations with our leading edge research. Review whitepapers on fuel based topics, like coal and natural gas switching economics, RPS standards, coal retirement impacts, and natural gas dependencies. Arm yourself with details on how certain mandates can change fuel availability and demand around the industry. Analyze the potential impact these mandates may have on the future price of fuels.

Act quickly when breaking news changes the fuel landscape with real-time articles from our regulatory and commodities news groups.

Find out if regional supply patterns will lead to new demand.

Understanding supply and demand trends and how they impact your investments is key in this business. With a subscription, instantly explore briefing books for power plants, companies, regional power markets, and pipeline companies.

Review customizable Excel templates that provide a wide range of tools for analyzing peers, utility operations, and liquidity and funding strategies. Construct a custom view of a specific interstate pipeline or pipelines to gain additional insight into an asset’s competitive positioning with our custom mapping tool. Review details on new build, future planned capacity, and retirements of all power plants to explore new opportunities.

Our tools make the complex simple.

Procuring, analyzing, and assessing the value of fuels is made easy with our platform, so you can focus on the outcomes of the data and determining your next steps.

Pipeline Contract Expirations
- Explore firm shipper contract expiration and transactional data to shed light on current and future revenue collected
- Review companies active on a specific pipeline.
- Explore contract roll-off timing and which pipelines may be amicable to lower tariffs to re-contract that capacity.

Daily Operational Flow Data:
- Evaluate utilization and identify transportation opportunities and system constraints with daily operational flow data that is monitored and collected up to five times a day from over 18,000 points on over 100 interstate pipelines.
- Analyze opportunities to purchase underutilized capacity.

FERC Compliant Commodity Pricing:
- Evaluate relative market strength of an interstate pipeline’s territory by exploring natural gas pricing.
- Review day-ahead price assessments compiled from completed and verified transactions at over 100 gas hubs.
- Evaluate spot and forward basis spreads with our pre-built Excel templates.

We are so passionate about delivering the highest possible degree of quality that we offer $50 rewards to clients who identify a verified mistake or omission in our data.*

*Includes data in the SNL platform and public company data in the S&P Capital IQ platforms
About S&P Global Market Intelligence

S&P Global Market Intelligence integrates financial and industry data, research, and news into tools that help track performance, generate alpha, identify investment ideas, understand competitive and industry dynamics, perform valuation, and assess risk.

Our SNL Energy offering integrates news, data, analytics, forecasts, regulatory research, and proprietary and market prices into one tool. And unlike other energy information providers, our data is strong across the board—giving you a single, comprehensive source that covers every sector of the U.S. energy industry.